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1 Trunki PaddlePak

This water-resistant backpack for children prevents damp

items from leaking through after trips to the pool or beach,

and also keeps contents inside dry throughout trips. $25;

www.trunki.com

2 Ronco Pocket Fisherman 

Go fishing with the legendary pocket fishing pole and come

back home with a great catch. The reel operates smooth and

quiet. Complete spincasting outfit includes hook, swivel, 

practice casting plug, weight and bobber, and the handle serves

as a mini tackle box. Folds for easy storage and conveniently

clips on belt or wrist strap. $15; www.pocketfisherman.com

3 Blackfire Lantern

Powerful dual-action LED lantern doubles as a flashlight and

clamps onto virtually anything, illuminating all your adventures.

Equipped with two separate CREE LEDs and up to 230 lumens

for better performance. $44.99; www.blackfire-usa.com

4 Outdoor Tech Tags

Fashioned to hang like dog tags, these wireless Bluetooth 

earbuds make a bold statement and provide incredible hi-fi

sound. Make and receive calls with the built-in mic. A recharge-

able lithium-ion battery provides 5-6 hours of use. $64.95;

www.outdoortechnology.com

5 Audible Rush Jam-Pac Premium

Unique speaker system is hidden inside a weather-resistant

bag that quickly attaches to (and detaches from) your 

bicycle handlebars. Holds wallet, keys and other personal

items. Fits most iPhones, iPods, MP3 players and Android

phones, holding them front-and-center for full access.

$159; www.audiblerush.com
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6 DVroom Voombox Speaker

This 3-inch Bluetooth speaker is rugged, powerful and splash-

resistant. Features a six-hour rechargeable battery and a built-in

microphone to make and take calls wirelessly. Included metal cara-

biner design lets you clip it on to your belt, jeans or backpack. $49;

www.divoom.com

7 Glide Bike Mini Glider 

Glide Bikes are pedal-less bikes that help youngsters learn balance

and gain confidence. With models designed for all age groups and

skill levels, from 2-year-olds to adults, the whole family can enjoy.

$89; www.glidebikes.com

8 Buck Alpha Crosslock Hoofpick

Designed for the trail rider or rancher, the Buck Alpha knife offers

a hoof pick and modified spear point blade. The 3-inch, partially 

serrated spear point blade is perfect for everyday use and features

one-hand opening and closing. $90; www.buckknives.com

9 Flik Flops Shoes

Adorable flip-flops have unique LED lights on the outsole of the

shoes that create a vibrant, lighted path with every step. The

LED lights offer added safety while walking at night. $12.95;

www.flikflops.com

10 Frogglez Goggles 

Designed by a parent who was frustrated with regular swim 

goggles, Frogglez are specifically designed to fit young swimmers

from 3 to 8 years of age. Soft, stretchy elastic straps similar to a

wetsuit material glide over hair and secure leak-resistant goggles

without folding over ears or sliding down the back of the head.

$19.95; www.frogglezgoggles.com
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